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Coal mine incidents
Summary
Top 3 serious accidents (hospitalisation) since 1 July 2018
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Light Vehicle Rollover
During hours of darkness a light vehicle travelling along a main haul road contacted
a centre bund at an approach to an intersection. This resulted in a complete
rollover and the driver sustaining bruises to the forehead.
Findings
• The driver was distracted after the 2-way radio dislodged from the centre
console stick into the foot well.
• The driver continued with one hand on the steering wheel while locating the 2way radio.
• The vehicle was fully loaded at the time of the incident.
Note – Investigation still ongoing at publication time of this periodical

Recommendations
Site Senior Executives should review Safety Alert #251 “Safe Operation of Light Vehicles”, particularly
recommendations three and six;
• Additional training given to relevant personnel on the safe operation of four wheel drive vehicles.
• All light vehicles should be checked to ensure that the vehicle’s weight specifications have not been
exceeded by the fitment of additional equipment (e.g. “bull” bars, ROPS, tool boxes, winches and
the loading of equipment, oil drums, welding gear, etc.).

Parking Mobile Equipment
While a manned rear dump truck was being jumpstarted it rolled forward and made
contact with a light vehicle parked in front of it. The two maintenance workers that
were on the ground when this occurred did not receive any injuries.
Findings
• This incident had a high potential for serious or fatal injuries.
• Vehicle was not parked in accordance with the safe operating procedure.
• The equipment – jumper lead sets – could not reach the required connection
points when the light vehicle was parked beside the rear dump truck.

Recommendations
Site Senior Executives should review
their standard operating procedure as
required by section 76 of the Coal
Mining Safety and Health Regulation
2017 to ensure an acceptable level of
risk is being achieved with the parking
of all mobile equipment.

Mineral mines and quarries
Summary
Top 3 serious accidents (hospitalisation) since 1 July 2018
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Worker engulfed cleaning a chute
A quarry worker climbed into a transfer chute through the discharge point to bar-down hung
up material. While barring down the worker became uncomfortable and was exiting the
chute when material fell and engulfed him, trapping him inside. The worker was
hospitalised with serious injuries as a result of this event.
Findings
•

The site has a documented safe work procedure to safely clear the chute and a confined
space entry procedure.

•

The procedure identifies engulfment as a risk and that workers are not to enter the chute.

•

The quarry worker had on previous occasions entered the chute without consequence.

Recommendations
• Workers should never enter a confined space
without following the mines procedure.
• Supervisors must ensure that workers follow the
safe work instructions and that they stop work
and reassess risk if circumstances change.
• The operator needs to ensure that plant design
considers material hang ups and cleaning options
that may be used by a worker.

Worker Hit by Integrated Tool Carrier
A worker stopped on a decline to fasten down a jumbo drill steel that had come loose from the
tray of the light vehicle he was driving. An integrated tool carrier travelling up the decline with a
charge basket attached, collided with the tray of the light vehicle pinning the worker. He received
serious hip and lower abdominal injuries which required hospitalisation.

Findings
•
•
•
•
•
•

Restricted visibility caused by the charge basket attached to the integrated tool carrier.
Diminished visibility caused by the significant change in decline gradient at incident location.
Ineffective use of positive communications.
Excessive noise level caused by axial flow fan operation in the vicinity.
Spot lights of integrated tool carrier washing out lighting from the light vehicle.
Very competent mine site paramedic response.
Note – Investigation still ongoing at publication time of this periodical

Recommendations
• Traffic management processes to be reviewed
to make use of technology for improving
visibility when tramming with an attachment to
an integrated tool carrier.
• Review controls to ensure light vehicles are
visible to other mobile plant while underground.
• Review of site underground radio
communication practices.
• Review of site vehicle maintenance practices.

More safety information
• Search Qld mine safety alerts for incidents, cause and mitigation actions
• Previous Queensland mines incident reports searchable at
Serious accidents and high-potential reports
We welcome your feedback on this report, and your suggestions on other
information that will help you create a safer site.
Contact us at QLDMinesInspectorate@dnrme.qld.gov.au
or contact your local inspector.

